As is known, all geo-logarithmic indices enjoy the axiomatic properties of being proportional, commensurable and homogeneous, together with their cofactors (Martini 1992a). Geologarithmic price indices satisfying the axioms of monotonicity, basis reversibility and factor reversibility have been investigated by Marco Fattore (2010), who has shown that the superlative Fisher price index does not belong to this family of indices. In this article, we discuss geo-logarithmic price indices with reference to the Laspeyres-Paasche bounding test and we propose a modification of the considered index family that satisfies this test. We also modify the structure of geo-logarithmic indices by using an additional parameter and, following the economic approach, we list superlative price index formulas that are members of the considered price index family. We obtain a special subfamily that approximates superlative price indices and includes the Fisher, Walsh and Sato-Vartia price indices.
Introduction
The literature on the axiomatic index theory is very extensive (Krstcha 1988; Balk 1995; Von der Lippe 2007) . From a theoretical point of view, a well-constructed index should satisfy a group of postulates (tests) arising from the axiomatic index theory. A system of minimum requirements for an index comes from Martini (1992b) . According to the abovementioned system, a price index should satisfy at least three conditions: identity, commensurability and linear homogeneity (see Appendix A, Subsection 8.1). German index theoreticians - Eichhorn and Voeller (1976) -introduced a more generally acceptable system (EV) of five, and later also of four, axioms: strict monotonicity, price dimensionality, commensurability, identity and (optionally) linear homogeneity. These five axioms imply other tests such as proportionality (identity plus linear homogeneity) or quantity dimensionality ( price dimensionality plus commensurability) -see Von der Lippe (2007) . In the literature, we can also encounter other systems -for example Olt (1996) examined several systems that provide less restrictive requirements than EVsystems. Moreover, some authors consider general price index formulas as having the above-mentioned desirable properties (Diewert 1976; Hill 2006; Fattore 2010; Białek 2012) . distinctive statistical properties. Finally, the issue of geo-logarithmic indices seems to be interesting in itself, as there are still a few open, scientific problems. For example, one can inquire whether the range of index variability of this class is wider/narrower in relation to the variability range of superlative indices or whether some subclass of the geologarithmic class generates only superlative indices.
The article is organised as follows: Section 2 introduces the geo-logarithmic price index family, Section 3 presents its axiomatic properties and its particular subfamily, Section 4 provides generalisations of this family and discusses their properties and particular cases, Section 5 is a simulation study of all the considered index families, Section 6 is an empirical study, Section 7 provides some final comments and points out some open issues needing further research, Appendix (Section 8) contain definitions of basic index axioms and some computational details needed in the article.
Geo-Logarithmic Price Index Family
Let us consider a group of N commodities observed at times s, t (the time moment s is considered as the basis) and let us denote: p s ¼ ½p s1 ; p s2 ; : : : ; p sN 0 -a vector of prices at time s; p t ¼ ½p t1 ; p t2 ; : : : ; p tN 0 -a vector of prices at time t; q s ¼ ½q s1 ; q s2 ; : : : ; q sN 0 -a vector of quantities at time s; q t ¼ ½q t1 ; q t2 ; : : : ; q tN 0 -a vector of quantities at time t.
Let us denote by t(x,y) the logarithmic mean of two positive real numbers x and y, that is, tðx; yÞ ¼ x 2 y lnðxÞ 2 lnð yÞ ;
if x -y and t(x, y) ¼ x otherwise (Carlson 1972) . For x, y [ [0, 1] , let q x and q y be two vectors whose components are defined as follows 
The geo-logarithmic, or the P xy , family is the class of price indices defined by (Fattore 2006 
The following theorem (Fattore 2010 ) is the fundamental result for the P xy parameterisation.
Theorem 1. The mapping associating the pair (x, y) [ [0, 1] £ [0, 1] with the index P xy is one to one, that is, if (x, y) -(u, v), then P xy -P uv .
Axiomatic Properties of Geo-Logarithmic Price Indices
The geo-logarithmic family of price indices was proposed by the Italian statistician Martini (1992a) . As was mentioned before, from a theoretical point of view, a wellconstructed index should satisfy a group of postulates (tests) arising from the axiomatic index theory. Although there is no universal agreement on the axiomatic properties for a formula to be considered as an index (IMF 2004) , one of commonly accepted systems of minimum requirements for the price index formula comes also from Martini (1992b) . Obviously, each P xy index satisfies identity and since Theorem 2 holds (Subsection 3.1), the geo-logarithmic price indices fulfil Martini's minimal requirements.
List of Axioms
In Fattore (2010), we can find proof of the following theorems.
Theorem 2. Geo-logarithmic price indices P xy satisfy: (1) proportionality, (2) commensurability and (3) homogeneity. Moreover, the basis reversibility axiom holds if and only if y ¼ 1 2 x.
Theorem 3. An index from the P xy class is monotonic if and only if x ¼ y. The immediate conclusion from Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 is the fact that the only monotonic geo-logarithmic price index being basis reversible is P 0.5 0.5 (Subsection 3.2). In Fattore (2010) , it is proved that the only factor reversible element of the P xy family is the Sato-Vartia index P 10 (Von der Lippe 2007).
Special Subfamily P xx
Since Theorem 3 holds and taking into consideration the monotonicity axiom from the EVsystem, it seems interesting to consider a special subfamily P xx . Let us note that for x ¼ y from (5) and (6) we obtain (Fattore 2010 )
In particular, we obtain some known price index formulas. For instance, the Laspeyres (P La ), Paasche (P Pa ) and Walsh (P W ) price indices can be expressed as
Example 1
Let us take into consideration a group of N ¼ 12 commodities, where prices and quantities at time moments s and t are presented in Table 1 . Figure 1 presents functions P xy and P xx for 1  350  200  900  1000  2  550  200  1600  1700  3  5000  3000  460  500  4  710  500  3  3.2  5  350  340  100  105  6  890  700  1000  1150  7  850  800  900  1000  8  600  500  1530  1600  9  5000  3000  480  500  10  700  500  4  4.2  11  550  340  100  110  12  800  700  1000 . Functions P xy and P xx depending on x and y for dataset described in Table 1 . Figure 2 presents functions P xy and P xx for the reverse case, that is, when the moment t is treated as the base period. It suggests that in the case of negative correlation between prices and quantities, the P xy formula is a monotonic (here increasing) function of its arguments, that is, in our example the value of P xy goes up if x or y increases. If the suggestion were true, from (8) and (9) we would have an immediate conclusion that P xy satisfies the Laspeyres-Paasche bounding test. In fact, it is not generally true (see Subsection 3.3).
Geo-logarithmic Price Indices and the Laspeyres-Paasche Bounding Test
The Consumer Price Index approximates changes in costs of household consumption assuming constant utility, particularly in settings where COLI, Cost of Living Index, is chosen as a target for the index. In the so-called economic approach, the upper and lower bounds for the COLI are provided by the Laspeyres and Paasche price index formulas. If the price index value is within these bounds, then we say that this price index satisfies the Laspeyres-Paasche bounding test belonging to the group of mean value tests (Von der Lippe 2007).
Example 2
Let us take into consideration a group of N ¼ 4 commodities where prices and quantities at time moments s and t are presented in Table 2 . 1  300  200  80  90  2  1200  900  500  550  3  2000  1  120  130  4 4.1 4 30000 31500 . Function P xy depending on x and y for dataset described in 5 . Function P xx depending on x for dataset described in Table 2 .
Białek: Price Index Theory
Observing Figures 1, 2 and 3, we conclude that even if changes between prices and quantities are inversely related, the indices from P xy or P xx families may fail the Laspeyres-Paasche bounding test since P 00 ¼ P La and P 11 ¼ P Pa . Moreover, the P xy formula does not have to be a monotonic function of its arguments. Obviously, the quantity response to price changes is extremely strong in the case of commodity number 3 and it would not be observed in practice. Nevertheless, any considered and accepted test from the axiomatic price index theory must hold for any vectors of prices and quantities. The following question arises: what about the case when the quantity response is not so extreme (it is naturally limited) and still prices and quantities are inversely related? To answer this question, we run a simulation study (see Section 5) in which the parameter connected with the quantity changes is controlled.
Geo-logarithmic Price Indices and Superlative Indices
Following the economic approach to the price index theory, Diewert proposed the special family of indices that he called superlative (Diewert 1976) . Although the axiomatic and the economic approaches differ from each other, connections between them are worth studying (Von der Lippe 2007). Fattore (2010) has proven that the only superlative index number belonging to the geo-logarithmic family is the Walsh index (P 0.5 0.5 ). Among superlative price indices, a very important role is played by the Törnqvist index:
which does not belong to the P xx family (Fattore 2010) . Nevertheless, in the same paper it is proved that the first-order approximation of the geo-logarithmic price index has a Törnqvist-like form. Similarly, the Fisher price index
is not a member of the geo-logarithmic price index family but since the superlative Fisher and Törnqvist indices approximate each other (Dumagan 2002) , the Fisher price index also should approximate the geo-logarithmic price indices.
Example 3
Let us use data from Example 1. Figure 6 presents the function jP xy 2 P F j depending on x, y [ [0, 1] . Figure 7 presents the function jP xx 2 P F j depending on
We observe (See Figure 6 ) that the best Fisher index approximation that uses P xy indices is obtained here for y ¼ 1 2 x. The P x 12x subfamily was investigated by Fattore (2010) . He has proven that P x 12x indices satisfy the Martini's minimal requirements.
Let us also note that the basis reversibility axiom holds if and only if y ¼ 1 2 x (see Theorem 2). Thus, further investigations on the P x 12x subfamily seem to be especially interesting. Observing Figure 7 , we can see that the best Fisher index approximation that uses P xx formulas is obtained for x ¼ 0.5, which leads to the Walsh price index (P 0.5 0.5 ) being the only monotonic element of the P x 12x subfamily. It is not surprising since the superlative price indices approximate each other. However, this is not the best Fisher price index approximation in our study, that is, although P W ¼ 1:08047 < P F ¼ 1:08046, the index P 01 seems to be a better proxy for the Fisher index value (See Figure 8) . Please note that the P 01 index is not the Sato-Vartia price index (it is easy to verify that, in general, values of P 01 differ from values of P 10 ). Table 1 .
Białek: Price Index Theory
Generalisation of the Geo-Logarithmic Price Index Family
We consider two problems here. Firstly, it would be interesting to modify the structure of the geo-logarithmic family to obtain the price index familyP xyz including the Fisher index. Secondly, we intend to verify consequences of changing the weighted geometric mean into the weighted arithmetic mean of quantities inP xxz subfamily.
Generalisation Through an Additional Parameter
Similarly to (2), (3), (4) and (6), let us denote by 
Under significations (13) - (17), we define the new class of price indices (P xyz ) as follows
; for x; y; z [ ½0; 1: ð18Þ
Firstly, let us note that for fixed values of x, y and z the price indexP xyz fulfils the Martini's minimal requirements since it can be expressed as a weighted geometric mean of two price indices (with weights z and 1 2 z), satisfying the Martini's minimal requirements (see Appendix B, Subsection 8.2). In fact, these two price indices (defined inside curly brackets in Equation 18) satisfy the Martini's minimal requirements. The first one (on the left side of Equation 18) is identical with P xy index (for fixed values of x and y) and its axiomatic properties were proved by Fattore (2010) . The proof of the same group of axioms in the case of the second price index (inside curly brackets on the right side of Equation18) would be analogous.
Secondly, let us note that the following relation holds P xy1 ¼P 12x 12y 0 ¼ P xy ; for x; y [ ½0; 1; ð19Þ which means that the P xy family is a special case of theP xyz family. Moreover,P 101 andP 010 are the Sato-Vartia indices and also we obtaiñ
and, what is more interesting, we havẽ
Finally, the following approximation can be proved (see Appendix C, Subsection 8.3).
;i [ {1; 2; : : : ; N} q si < q ti^w
Example 4 Let us use data from Example 1. Figure 9 presents the functionP xy
As we can see, the interval of values of indices from the considered family (for z ¼ 0.5) is very narrow and they fluctuate around superlative index values (P W ¼ 1:08047; P F ¼ 1:08046).
Example 5
Let us take into consideration a group of N ¼ 5 commodities where prices and quantities at time moments s and t are presented in Table 3 . Figure family is very narrow. We compare its range with the range obtained for a class of superlative price indices introduced by Diewert (1976) . The Diewert's proposition of the above-mentioned class of indices is as follows . Function P xy depending on x and y for dataset described in Table 3 . depending on x and y for dataset described in Table 3 .
where r [ R\{0} and
Figure 12 presents the function P D (r) for r [ ½21000; 1000\{0}. After optimisation of functions P xy ,P xy . The open question is whether the above conclusion has a general character.
Modification Through Mean Change
Fattore (2010) shows that
and, by the analogy, we obtain
From (18), (27) and (28) we obtaiñ
-1000 -500 500 1000 r 1.075
1.080
1.085
1.090 1.095
1.100 
Białek: Price Index Theory
Let us note that if we change the geometric mean of quantities into the arithmetic mean of quantities in theP xxz formula, we obtaiñ
This is still a quite general family of indices. In particular, we havẽ
where P ME denotes the Marshal-Edgeworth price index (see Von der Lippe 2007).
What is more interesting, the following theorem can be proved (see Appendix D, Subsection 8.4). 
Properties of Cofactors of Modified Geo-logarithmic Price Indices
"Index numbers come in pairs in economic theory, one of price and the other a matching one of quantity. In economic practice they tend to be found paired off in this way (: : :). Such a pair may be designed to account for the variation in a value aggregate, as when movements in aggregate expenditure of consumers are analysed into the two components of changes in prices and in real consumption" (Allen 1975, 1) .
According to the cited fragment and to ensure the joint consistency of both price and quantity comparisons it could be desirable in practice using such price indices which, together with their cofactors, satisfy fundamental tests from axiomatic index theory.
Let us note that for the given sets of prices and quantities, described by N-dimensional vectors p s , p t , q s and q t (see Section 2), the ratio
is called the value index between time moments s and t. The aim of the price and quantity index theory is to decompose the value index as the product of two strictly positive functions 
From (36) and (37) we have that the cofactor of a given price index is the associated quantity index. The geo-logarithmic price index family has the distinctive feature that the cofactors of its elements satisfy the proportionality and homogeneity axioms (see Appendix A, Subsection 8.1). From the axiomatic index theory (Balk 1995), we know that only the fulfilment of the factor reversibility axiom guarantees that the cofactor (with respect to quantities) satisfies all properties fulfilled by price index itself (with respect to prices). It can be easily explained since in that case the cofactor and the price index share the same functional form (Fattore 2010) . As it is known, the factor reversibility test is very restrictive and it rules out most indices commonly used in practice, such as the Laspeyres index (Von der Lippe 2007). Many authors treat this axiom as a nonessential property. To ensure the joint consistency of both price and quantity comparisons, alternatively we can search for a class of price indices satisfying at least an important subset of fundamental axioms together with their cofactors. In this sense, such a class of indices can be considered "good". Motivated by looking for such a "good class", Martini (1992) proposed the geo-logarithmic price index family.
In the paper by Fattore (2010) , it is proved that cofactors of geo-logarithmic price indices satisfy the proportionality and homogeneity axioms (see Proposition 10 and its proof in this original work). Since the proportionality holds for any x, y [ [0, 1] and for any positive real number k, we have cof P xy ðq s ; q t ; p s ; kp s Þ ¼ k:
From (19) and (38) we conclude that
Since the equality (39) holds for any x; y [ ½0; 1, we obtain as a consequence
Let us note that any index from theP xyz family can be written as
From (41) 
From (39), (40) and (43) 
Thus, cofactors ofP xyz indices satisfy the proportionality axiom. The proof for the homogeneity could be done analogically. Let us note that the problem with these axioms appears in the case of theP A xxz index family because weighting by arithmetic means of quantities makes the cofactors violating the proportionality axiom. In our opinion, it does not mean that such a choice of weights is wrong and cannot be accepted since indices from theP A xxz family satisfy Martini's minimal requirements and they fulfil the LaspeyresPaasche bounding test. Moreover, these indices remain quite stable even when prices are strongly fluctuated (see Simulation 2 in Section 5).
Simulation Study
Simulation 1 Let us take into consideration a group of N ¼ 12 components where prices and quantities are normally distributed as follows: , u t and observe their influence on the discussed general indices and their distance to the Laspeyres and Paasche formulas. We consider several cases, that is, Case 1 (the volatilities of price and quantity processes are low and the quantity response to price changes is quite normal -see Example 1), Case 2 (the volatilities of prices and quantities are large, the quantity response to price changes is strongly fluctuated), Case 3 (the volatility of prices is small but the volatility of quantities is large, that is, the quantity response to price changes may be strong), Case 4 (the volatility of prices is large but the volatility of quantities is small, that is, the quantity response to price changes is rather small). For each case, we generate values of price and quantity vectors in n ¼ 1000 repetitions. Let us denote for fixed values of x and y and for each of kth repetition:
Selected histograms (for special values of x and y) for random variables defined by (45) - (48) 
Statistics
Case 3: 
Case 2: Simulation 2
The presented simulation study is a continuation of the previous one but, it is done for 10 000 repetitions. For the given probability distributions of prices and quantities (see Simulation 1), we observe fluctuations of the following random variables: P La , P Pa , P F , and P xx ,P xx0:5 ,P 
Statistics:
Mean / (Standard deviation) / (Volatility coefficient) for Case 1 
Empirical Study
As it was mentioned earlier (see Subsection 3.3), the Consumer Price Index (CPI) is commonly used as a basic measure of inflation. The index approximates changes in the costs of household consumption assuming the constant utility (COLI, Cost of Living Index). Although in practice the Laspeyres price index is used to measure the CPI, many statisticians and economists consider the Fisher index to be the best approximation of COLI. Thus, in the following section we apply P xx ,P xx0:5 andP 
Conclusions
In Simulation 1, we observe that indices P xy andP xy0:5 provide identical results for x ¼ y ¼ 0.5 and quite similar results for other values of parameters x and y, that is, we observe small differences between expected index values (arithmetic means) calculated for their generated values. These expected values are nonmonotonic functions of x and y hence we cannot recommend such parameter values (x 0 , y 0 ) that would lead to minimisation or maximisation of the considered general price indices P xy andP xy0:5 . It is worth adding that values of these indices may strongly depend on parameters x and y, that is, indices belonging to this general class of price indices may differ substantially from each other. For instance, in Case 2 (see Table 5 ) means of generated P xy values are as follows: 1. The precision of estimation of P xy andP xy0:5 indices, that is, the standard deviations of their generated values, is comparable with respect to the size of the parameters and they do not seem to depend on x and y (see Tables 4 -7 ). This is a practical conclusion: even if fluctuations of prices and quantities are large, we observe similar volatility among price indices from the same general class of indices. Nevertheless, comparing results from Tables 4, 6 and 7, we can conclude that rather price fluctuations than quantity fluctuations influence volatilities of P xy andP xy0:5 indices. Finally, the most crucial difference between the compared general class of indices is that the probability 1 of satisfying the LaspeyresPaasche bounding test is bigger in the case ofP xy0:5 index (it is much bigger for small (near zero) and big (near one) values of x and y). The above-mention probability is estimated as a ratio of the number of generated cases when the considered price index fulfills the Laspeyres-Paasche bounding test and the total number of repetitions. In other words, we observe relatively fewer cases when the value ofP xy0:5 index is outside of the interval determined by the Laspeyres and Paasche price indices in comparison with analogical cases for the P xy formula (see Tables 4 -7 and also Figures 13 -15) .
In Simulation 2, we observe that the range of expected values of P xx is relatively big (depending on x) in Cases 1 and 4, that is, when prices are strongly fluctuated (in Case 4 the maximum difference equals almost 0.8 p.p, see Table 11 ). In the same cases, expected (mean) values of generated indices fromP xx0:5 andP A xx0:5 classes remain stable and their changes are not bigger than 0.1 p.p (Table 8 and Table 11 ). Moreover, even if price fluctuations are really small (Case 3, see Table 10 ), generated values of P xx indices may differ from each other by more than 0.5 p.p. The most important fact is that although volatilities of generated indices are comparable in each case (obviously volatility coefficients are higher in Cases 1 and 4 connected with high values of price dispersions), only values ofP xx0:5 andP A xx0:5 indices seem to approximate the mean of generated Fisher price indices effectively. Taking into consideration also (22), (23) and (24), it may seem likely that indices from theP xx0:5 subclass are closest to superlative price indices.
The Empirical study confirms previously obtained results. Indices from theP xx0:5 and P A xx0:5 subfamilies generate values that are very close to the superlative Fisher index and differences between them are very small. When the effect of substitution is observed, that is, when the difference between values of Laspeyres and Paasche indices rises, we can note large differences between P xx indices and the Fisher index, and between P xx indices and indices from theP xx0:5 andP A xx0:5 subfamilies (see Figures 16 and 18 ). When the CPI has no substitution bias (P La < P F ), the values of indices from all the considered subfamilies approximate each other (see Figures 17 and 19) . And one more remark -only the differences P xx 2 P F , P xx 2P xx0:5 and P xx 2P A xx0:5 , as functions of x [ ½0; 1, seem to be monotonic and approximately linear.
Final Remarks
The proposed and wide class of price indices (P xyz ) has similar axiomatic properties as the geo-logarithmic price index family and, in particular, each index from this family satisfies the Martini's minimal requirements. It is worth adding that cofactors ofP xyz indices satisfy the proportionality and homogeneity axioms (see Subsection 4.3). It is important from the perspective of the economic approach that there is a possibility of modification of theP xxz family to obtain such a general class of indices (P seems to be worth further studying. From the theoretical point of view, it would be interesting to consider an "average representative" of the abovementioned subclass of indices, that is, the price index calculated for some x 0 which fulfils 
From (C2) we obtain the following approximations 
It is proved by Fattore (2010) 
Białek: Price Index Theory From (C3), (C4), (C5) and (C9) we obtain the final conclusion that 
Proof of the Lemma Let us note that in the case of x ¼ 0 or x ¼ 1 the relation (D1) is obvious. Let us consider x [ (0, 1) and, for instance, let us assume that
Suppose by contraposition that (D1) does not hold, that is, there exists some x 0 [ (0, 1) that
The inequality (D3) can be written equivalently as
and that leads to the false (with respect to the assumption (D2)) conclusion that
In an analogous way, we can prove that under the assumption (D2) it is impossible to obtain
Proof 
Since in (D14) we take into consideration any prices and quantities, we conclude that it must hold that x 2 2 ð1 2 xÞ 2 ¼ 0 or equivalently x ¼ 0.5. Let us note that taking x ¼ 1 2 we obtainP 
that is, each point on the plane ð0:5; zÞ is a stationary point for the function lnP A xxz (and thus, also forP A xxz ) depending on ðx; zÞ. Thus, the potential local extreme of the functioñ P A xxz is obtained in such points and it equals P ME . Now, let us verify the behaviour of the functionP 
Let us note that the functionP A xxz is continuous in the closed and bounded set ½0; 1 £ ½0; 1 being a convex quadrangle. From (D15), (D16), (D21), (D22) and the Weierstrass extreme value theorem, we know that the minimum and maximum value of the functioñ P A xxz belongs to the following set: P La ; P Pa ; P z La P 12z Pa ; P 12z La P z Pa ; P ME È É for a z [ ½0; 1. Since the price index P ME satisfies the Laspeyres-Paasche bounding test (it is an immediate consequence of the Lemma used for x ¼ 0.5 and a ¼ P N i¼1 p ti q ti , b ¼ P N i¼1 p ti q si , c ¼ P N i¼1 p si q ti and d ¼ P N i¼1 p si q si .), we have the final conclusion that the above-mentioned test is also satisfied in the case of any price index from theP
